
 
 

Miami, July 21st 2020 
 
From Burger King and the Global Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (GRSB), 
 
Let us start by saying that we know there is no magic bullet when it comes to sustainability. Scientists, 
farmers, producers, and many organizations are all working hard to make beef even more sustainable and we 
all have to attack the issue on different fronts. A lot of progress has been made thanks to different sets of 
initiatives.  
 
That’s one of the key reasons that prompted us at Burger King to join the Global Roundtable of Sustainable 
Beef. They want to learn, share what they know, and collaborate through partnering with the industry 
leaders. We want the same thing - to find ways to improve our industry and the world for the better. 
 
As a valued partner of the GRSB, the Burger King team would like to address two things, 1) the “Cows Menu” 
project and 2) the content we created:  
 
COWS MENU 
Burger King has been working on “Cows Menu” project for about 2 years now. It is important to know that 
our brand team is very aware that this is an ongoing project – a work in progress. We worked hard to frame 
our materials accordingly to highlight a promising way to address climate change through the reduction 
enteric CH4 emissions with a lemongrass feed additive 
 
The key findings we have shared come from research done by Prof. Octavio Alonso Castelán Ortega and his 
team from the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. Our brand decided to partner with Prof. Ortega 
because we saw a lot of potential around the research they were doing. As a result, we did several rounds of 
studies in Mexico trying different types of natural food additives which would reduce methane emissions 
while not compromising weight gain or animal health. The study conducted during this time has been peer 
reviewed and is in the process of being published. But even after it gets published, we will still have more 
work to do. These are just initial results and a detailed summary can be found at: 
(https://www.rbi.com/Interactive/newlookandfeel/4591210/Research_Summary_English.pdf) 
 
We are expanding the test to Latin America and Europe, and want to expand the length of time that cows are 
on the diet (at this stage we focused on feeding or finishing operations for 4 to 6 months), etc. It is an on-
going study, but one that looks very promising. For all of these reasons, we were careful to end our materials 
by saying “learn more about our on-going study.” 
 
In launching this initiative, one of the most important things has always been that the findings be and remain 
open source. Why? Because it makes no sense to not share important findings that we believe can benefit 
both our industry and our planet. One such learning that we’ve come across is that not all lemongrass is 
created equal. When we replicated the Mexico study at UC Davis the emission reduction was not statistically 
significant, we decided to continue our partnership with a second research study and increased sample size. 
However, that test was extremely valuable in helping us measure the impact of various lemongrass varieties 
and narrow down the specification to be used as a proposed additive in cow diets. The Burger King brand will 
continue to partner with UC Davis to learn and expand on the results. 
 
Cows Menu is a continued journey of education, and we are committed to working with our partners on 
additional research to validate any impacts on animal health, average daily weight gain, and the economic 
viability of the lemongrass additive. Only once these additional tests are complete and validated will we be 



able to encourage larger change across the industry. However, we feel it is important that we, as all 
companies, need to continue working on reducing our carbon footprint in a variety of ways.  
 
To view the research in detail please visit a dedicated website that we have created to serve as a source of 
information at bk.com/sustainability. These materials include video interviews with beef suppliers and other 
key players in the industry, a guide instructing farmers how to prepare lemongrass so that more companies 
and brands can potentially adopt the methodology, and so much more.  
 
OUR CONTENT 
The Burger King brand has a playful, fun, self-deprecating tone of voice that some might say is a bit out there. 
That’s one of the things our fans love about us. The brand doesn’t take life too seriously and is always very 
playful. Our intention is never to offend anyone. 
 
However, we have received feedback from the producer community on their portrayal in certain elements 
and the fact that we made light of a serious topic by highlighting farts as a key message.  
 
After receiving this feedback on our portrayal of farmers, we made adjustments to the initial video uploaded 
to YouTube (where the most online posts are linked from). We apologize to anyone who felt offended by the 
content. Our intention was to celebrate farmers and portray them as the ones working to continuously 
improve the sustainability aspect of the work. We know how hard farmers and producers work everyday to 
keep our industry going and we know how much progress they have made when it comes to improve the 
environmental footprint (through different initiatives). 
 
The purpose of the 2-minute music video we created was to try to explain a scientific topic to a general 
audience who might not be familiar with some of the concepts presented in this project, and to do so in an 
entertaining way. It was our hope that by featuring a diverse young cast (the new generation) led by a 
popular young country singer we would engage a wider audience and shed an even brighter light on the fact 
that our industry is working to become even more sustainable. To us, this was cause for celebration, which 
you can see carry on throughout in the video.  
 
Regarding the farts, we understand that cows have complex digestive systems and as they digest their feed 
they release significant quantities of methane mainly through burps and not “farts." We took creative 
liberties in the creation of our film. We now understand how this can mislead some guests, and have 
adjusted some of our marketing materials accordingly to downplay “farts” and have a more serious tone. 
Additionally, we are adjusting the TV version to more accurately portray that the emissions are more related 
to eructation (burps) than flatulence. We know that is the case now realize that the creative license we took 
was a problem to the industry and have thus adjusted accordingly.  
 
More importantly though, our Cows Menu project is so much more than just this music video. The Burger 
King brand is committed to the simple principle of doing what’s right. As one of the largest quick service 
restaurant companies in the world, we have both the responsibility and opportunity to advance the issue of 
beef sustainability in the food service industry. Your partnership is deeply important to us. We appreciate 
and value farmers. We wouldn’t have a business without them.  
 
We hope this clarifies our intentions; we will continue working and learning together to drive real, 
meaningful solutions to the various sustainability challenges our industry faces. We are committed to 
working more closely with the GRSB and its constituents to continue to identify priorities, set goals, and 
advance beef sustainability in the future. 
 
Best, 
 
 
Fernando Machado 
Global Chief Marketing Officer 
Fernando Machado
Global Chief Marketing Officer
Restaurant Brands International


